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T . Polezhaeva
GENRE OF MINIATURE PROSE (BASED ON «THE POEMS IN PROSE» BY I.S. TURGENEV)

The article presents the key story in determining the nature of the genre works, poetics of structure and plot
development of miniature prose composition possibilities of prose miniatures «Poems in Prose» by Ivan Turgenev.
The article draws attention to the major causes of difficulties in genre definition of art and offers an objective, a holistic
picture of the actual system-genre of poetic principles structure and future developments and epic and lyric-epic thumbnails on
thumbnails example Turgenev. The structure of the plot allocated: 1) large and medium genres (novels and stories), they have a
great story (2nd and more storylines); 2) small and «very brief» genres, they have a small plot (a plot / storyline) with a simple
structure of the plot – only those scenes and motifs, multiple or single. Further delineation of large genres of medium and small
from the «very brief» is presented on a different basis – a typology of large or small plot, the presence of five classic stages:
exposition, exposition, development of action, climax and denouement. The article discussed in detail about the delimitation by
the development of small plot in small genres from a small plot in the «very brief» genres. Allocated a) The full development of
the plot: see all these five steps, and b) the incomplete development of compressed: in the story verbally in stock is less than
five stages: four, three, two or one.
As an example, consider the different options genre miniatures «Poems in Prose» I.S. Turgenev. Commonly referred to as
lyrical, but there are lyric-epic, epic with complete and incomplete development of their small plot.

